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Research outputs

Rethinking commonality in refugee status determination in Europe: legal geographies of asylum appeals
Fault-lines in temporary migration schemes: the case of Australia and the legacies of settler-colonial mentalities in the exploitation of temporary non-citizens

Delivering the discipline: teaching geography and planning during COVID-19

The tribunal atmosphere: on qualitative barriers to access to justice

Experiencing asylum appeal hearings: 34 ways to improve access to justice at the first-tier tribunal

What's missing from legal geography and materialist studies of law? Absence and the assembling of asylum appeal hearings in Europe

Here's how the Victoria-NSW border closure will work – and how residents might be affected

Hotels are no 'luxury' place to detain people seeking asylum in Australia

Seven steps to SUCCESS: enabling refugee entrepreneurs to flourish
Legrain, P. & Burridge, A., Apr 2019, Melbourne, Australia: Centre for Policy Development. 53 p.

Asylum reporting as a site of anxiety, detention, and solidarity

Law, presence and refugee claim determination

The political mobilities of reporting: tethering, slickness and asylum control

Carceral circuitry: new directions in carceral geography

The Limits of Procedural Discretion: Unequal Treatment and Vulnerability in Britain's Asylum Appeals

Inside Britain's asylum appeal system – what it's like to challenge the Home Office
Polymorphic borders

Conveyor-belt justice: precarity, access to justice, and uneven geographies of legal aid in UK asylum appeals

From the desert to the courtroom: challenging the invisibility of the Operation Streamline dragnet and en-masse hearings

Linguistic incomprehension in British asylum appeal hearings

Inconsistency in asylum appeal adjudication

'No borders' as a critical politics of mobility and migration

Beyond walls and cages: prisons, borders, and global crisis

Introduction: Borders, prisons, and abolitionist visions

Youth on the line and the No Borders movement

Differential criminalization under operation streamline: challenges to freedom of movement and humanitarian aid provision in the Mexico-US Borderlands

Humanitarian aid and the production of spatial knowledge and practices in the U.S.-Mexico borderlands

Thinking (and moving) beyond walls and cages: bridging immigrant justice and anti-prison organizing in the United States

Critical responses to the Los Angeles School of Urbanism

La Gran Marcha: anti-racism and immigrants rights in Southern California

Cultural integration and hybridization at the United States-Mexico borderlands